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What is Locumotive?
Locumotive is an app-based
platform designed to assist
Locum professionals
(Optometrists) and stores
who hire locums for services
on contractual basis. A
transparent booking structure
allowing stores to be in
control of their recruitment
with an easy to use mobile
application. It adds flexibility
to pick up shifts whenever it
suits. Moreover, a great
technological tool to build
betting ratings and increase
shifts. The users can upload
their credentials and store
them all in one place. It's as
simple as SEARCH. CONNECT.
WORK.
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How Locumotive Works
Locumotive platform allows users to login as Store or Locum
and update important details to create a profile.
On the app Locums can:
View locum jobs
Check Store location
Time of appointment bookings
Per hour pay offered
Facilities offered like parking etc
Communicate with store via
messenger

On the Stores can:
View locum profiles
Check ratings
Booking a locum
Share payment offered
Manage schedule
Communicate with locum via
messenger
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Opportunity

Gautam Passi & Samsher Singh the
founders of Locumotive got the idea
for this app while living in U.K. Being in
the business themselves, they
realised a big gap in the market and
they were looking to resolve between
locums and optical stores’ day-today management & operations.
Samsher (founder) got this idea
when he came across the highly
disorganised methods used in the
industry to manage locum bookings,
contracts and communication with
stores. Most of the communication
was being done via email or
whatsapp. And most of the
scheduling was done using excel
sheets. Thus Shamsher thought it
would be good if there was a unified
mobile application to manage the
communication, contracts &
scheduling for locum business
specifically.
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The Idea
Shamsher quickly discussed
the idea with Gautam for
deliberation and research.
Ultimately they concluded
that introducing an app to
manage the entire process of
booking, managing and
paying a locum would be a
great opportunity.
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The
Challenge
Shamsher and Gautam
searched far and wide across
the UK and Europe to find a
tech partner who could
execute their vision. However,
every prospective
development firm kept giving
them quotations in the
hundreds of thousands of
dollars and wanted to
develop 2 separate
applications, one for locums,
and one for stores and
combining data from both on
the backend. Shamsher and
Gautam almost gave up on
the idea after spending a lot
of time, energy and money to
find the right technical help.
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Exposure
While browsing Instagram one
day, Shamsher came across a
speech given by Evan Luthra
about Entrepreneurship titled
- “Entrepreneurs are dreamers
and doers''. He was really
impressed with the speech
and researched about Evan’s
investment history and
StartupStudio.” The founders
of Locumotive met Evan
Luthra in London. Shamsher
and Gautam explained the
concept and challenges they
were facing. Evan decided to
invest in the idea on the spot
and take up the project under
StartupStudio.
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Development

Startup Studio came on board
as an investor with 20% equity
share. Startup Studio brought in
a team of strategists, designers
and engineers. They started
working together to launch the
only application for the locum
industry in the market.
Evan decided to create only one
application with a common
backend to keep the costs and
time investment to a minimum.
The entire research, design and
development team worked hard
to create a prototype of
Locumotive within 48 days.
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Soft Launch
The StartupStudio team and

conference by the time

Locumotive founders

Locumotive was being

decided to do a soft launch

launched on the 3rd day,

at a 3 day locum conference

everybody at the conference

being held in Liverpool.

had seen the ads of

Almost 3000 locums and

Locumotive and were

store owners were attending.

curious to find out more. The
Locumotive soft launch

As a marketing tactic, Evan

event got the highest

got his marketing team to

attendance at the

run a social media

conference.

campaign for Locumotive for
the entire 3 days of the
conference targeted within
10 km radius of the
conference. As most of the
attendees were staying in
hotels close to the
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Instant Success
The response for Locumotive
was overwhelming as the
website received tens of
thousands of visitors within 2
days of soft launch and
thousands of app downloads.
Within 1 month the Locumotive
network grew to 10,000+ users.
And generated £50,000 in the
first 2 months of launch. Evan
and the founding team
decided to continue
developing and improving the
Locumotive app by adding
more features, security and
including assistance for
certification exams the
locums have to take as a
mandate.
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Conclusion
With intelligence driven research and decision
making, the StartupStudio team figured out the
common obstacles that create connectivity
problems between locums and optical stores.
Application designers synced with the research
team and created an easy to use interface with
well researched features. The success story of
Locumotive is a great learning experience that
how development and marketing when done
right in conjugation leads to excellent results.
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